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iThere was a child went forth every day.
And the first object he looked upon and received
with wonder pity, love or dread that object he
became.
And that object became part of him for the day,
or a certain part of the day, or for many years,
as stretching cycles of years.
The early lilacs became a part of this child
And grass and red and white morning-glories,
and white and red clover, and the song of the
phoebe bird.
These became a part of this child who went
forth every day, and who now goes and will
always go forth every day.
Walt Whitman—"Leaves of Grass"
CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM
INTRODUCTION
In I9I+8 a small group of philanthropic persons
organized for the purpose of establishing a child care institu-
tion in Arizona or California. As a part of the plan the writer
was enrolled in an advanced pediatric nursing program with the
special assignment of investigating some of the factors which
should be considered in establishing such an enterprise.
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
The present study has been undertaken to aid the group
in determining whether or not this is a project which they (as
9
a group) should follow through. It is concerned with the basic
principles underlying such an endeavor and a consideration of tli
type of structure which the principles appear to indicate.
It attempts to answer these specific questions:
(1) Is the trend toward institutional or foster-home care
for (needy) children?
(2) If institutional plan of care is found to be desirable
for some age groups, what facilities should be provided within
the institution and which should be provided through community
resources?
(3) What state standards must be met if such an institution
should be established in either California or Arizona?
SCOPE OF THE STUDY
What is sought is not a blue print to be followed
explicitly but broad general policies. Prom these, future de-
liberations on fiscal policy necessary for implementing plans,
budgetary plans and other elements essential to the establish-
ment and maintenance of an agency rendering quality service will
enable the group to determine whether or not it should proceed
further©
This study, therefore, is concerned only with the ground
work out of which future plans may grow or out of which the
group may readily decide that it can accomplish more through
some other type of endeavor. Through a presentation of
e
5principles and current agency structure, purposes and practices.
It will point up those purposes, principles and practices upon
which the group can base its decision of whether or not it
should undertake the financial responsibility of making a region-
al survey to determine need for such an agency in the community
Arizona or California, in which it is contemplating establishing
such an agency.
LIMITATIONS OP THE STUDY
The study was limited by the purposes of the
philanthropic group, in as much as it was desirous only of
fundamental information as a guide to a future course of action«
The interviews were confined to selected institutions in the
New England region because of limitations in time and money
allocated to the project and because they were recommended by
Important observers for the outstanding services which they
rendered to their communitieso The study of these institutions
was limited to a brief survey of policies, purposes, principles
and practices since it was not within the present investigation
to examine thoroughly the structure and details of operation.
SIETHOD OP APPROACH
!• To answer question one, an intensive survey was made of
the literature on the evolution of the philosophy of child
growth and development, and the history of child placement©
5,
2, Interviews were held with competent observers to secure
opinions hased on their extensive experience and leadership in
the field.
5« Observations were made in seven agencies selected
because of recommendations made by outstanding authorities in
the field for the quality of the services contributed to their
communities. These were accompanied by guided interviews with
personnel in these institutions and agencies©
l^.* The findings from literature have been compared
with the findings from a survey of seven selected agencies in
order to more sharply define the elements essential for a well-
organized agency of this type. Also to gain from competent
observers an insight into the problems to be avoided©
To answer question two, reliance was placed upon the
literature and opinions of competent observers©
To answer question three, the standards for Children »s
Institutions were obtained from the Department of Social Welfare
in California and Arizona, the two states which considered
as perspective sites for the establishment of a child caring
institution*
METHOD OP PRESENTATION
The findings of this study are presented in the
following manner©

In Chapter Two, the historical development of foster child
care in Institutions and private homes is traced briefly.
There is also a brief attempt to illustrate the present
trends of foster care, from literature, as they are related to
the principles of and are supported by the present-day
philosophy of child growth and development.
In Chapter Three, the trends of foster child care are
presented as practiced by seven institutions visited in the New
England area«
In Chapter Four, the standards for institutional care
in Arizona and California are compared briefly, some similari-
ties and differences are noted**
In Chapter Five, the conclusions are presented which are
Indicated from the analysis and interpretation of the findings*
These are followed in Chapter Six by proposals which
seem Justified in the light of the conclusions reached*
€
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And Jesus increased in wisdom and stature and
in favor with God and man. Luke 2:52
The Bible—King James version
CHAPTER II
HISTORICAL BACKGROUND OP FOSTER CHILD PLACEMENT
Since foster care and institutional care have been
controversial subjects, and they should not be, it was apparent
that the modern concept of the terms should be expressed* Fos-
ter care is considered as any care that is given to a child
living away from his own home©^ For convenience in this paper
and to avert confusion the two terms "private foster home care"
and **institutional care** will be employed, the latter designat-
ing the car© given in an institution and the former the care
given, for remuneration in a private home.
The progress in the quality of foster care has been
somewhat slow but the fact that there has been improvement is
gratifying to people who have worked to promote this advancement
The picture of the development of care for dependent
children can best be portrayed by a panoramic view of the past©
For years homeless children were looked upon somewhat
as slaves under a master and tended to be '^used merely as a
^This concept was discussed by Hopkirk, Howard in
"Institutions Serving Children, "po l+lo
• *
71
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means to the owner's ends, not as human beings whose lives are
2
of value to themselves©** This attitude was a remanent of the
days of slavery and feudalism.
Since the days of Queen Elizabeth there has been a
question which permeated the thinking of people concerned with
the care of dependent children--"Shall the particular child be
helped along with his parents or shall he be temporarily or
permanently separated from his parents?"^
This query has never been permanently answered. Attempts
to deal with this problem have been made in various periods of
history, and in numerous ways.
INDENTURE
Under the Guild system of industry, indenture had been,
in theory, a pure business contract, aiming to give each of the
parties involved a fair bargain© "The parents apprenticed a
child, old enough to work, to a master workman, to live in his
house, and to be taught his craft or trade The master gave
food and clothes and training in a remunerative trade* "The
child was to give his master obedience, loyalty and work©
Thurston, Henry W. "The Dependent Child," p. 2.
•'ibid., p. 9©
^bid., p. 10.
5lbid.

*In 1601, Indenture was accepted In England for the public care
of dependent children.'*^ This arrangement seems a very harsh
one according to modern theory of a child* a right to freedom.
But In spite of its Inadequacies it was a definite step forward
in as much as some one person was made responsible for the care
and support of dependent children. The Indenture method for
the care of those children was introduced into the United States
after it had apparently met with approval in England* It was
used in Massachusetts in I'jhlo
ALMSHOUSE
An institution, a poor house, or almshouse, was
conceived as a solution for the care of destitute children and
adults in the 19th century© It appeared then to be the humane
answer to the problem of poverty and neglect o It was deemed to
be the discreet solution to the children's educational problem
also. But the founders of these institutions did not foresee
the untoward effects that would result from the hoarding of
uncouth men and women with little children in congested
buildings*
Ibid.
ii
ORPHAN ASYLUM
The word orphan asylum in its original meaning, "Sanctuary
7
or place of refuge," as Hopkirk points out,' was an expressive
word and well suited to the type of institution it then described.
Later the word asylum took on a different meaning, as a place
for the insane and "because of that change the connotation the
word has for most people is unfavorable. But a children* s asylun
as a refuge or sanctuary of good repute was illustrated by
Pestalozzi at the close of the eighteenth century* He organized
a home which was the combination of an asylum and school. His
concept of the requirements of children went far beyond the theo-
ries of shelter, food and protectiono "Even now, some insti-
tutions exhibit less concern for the development of their wards
and keep less careful records of their development than did
he in the eighteenth centuryo" When the plan was presented
for the erecting of institutions for children only, apart from
adults, it seemed to be another link in the progress chain. As
9
the name signifies these were primarily for orphan children.
The churches became interested in this project of orphan
homes, Jewish, Catholic and Protestants. Although the
7Hopkirk, ££• cit o , po 10«
^Ibld., p. 11.
^Some institutions stipulated that they must be
legitimate orphans©
t
institutions were established with good intent, the care was
far from the modern goal of supplying a child's needs*
Even the religious institutions were hesitant, for many
years, about accepting negro children for care« But after the
White House Conference of I909 the status of the negro child
was improved."^^
FREE POSTER HOMES
The free foster homes grew out of the idea that the
greatest kindness to city children was to send them to the
country. The idea was born in New York Children's Aid Society*
Letters were written to farmers and manufacturers in the coun-
try asking them to take needy children. The children were to
work for their keep, which made this form of care similar to
the old indenture method* As the practice grew children were
sent to all parts of the country. Some churches arranged to
parcel out the children as they arrived in the cities . Children
were taken from their own community and sent from Bast to West*
Thus we see that another plan which developed from kindly
interest in children without real understanding of them proved
to be an unfortunate practice for many children.
^
^Ibid
. , po ^h* The trend now is to accept them for
care in the various child caring agencies. This will be shown
in Chapter III.

BOARDING HOMES
These homes had their beginning in Boston with the
Children* s Aid Society. Children who were too young to earn
their keep were placed in private homes and their hoard was
paid by the Society. Homes were investigated and the first
case records were begun. From these early beginnings, no
doubt, the current system of extensive case studies began*
As early as I886 Mr. Birtwell of Boston was propounding the
revolutionizing theory that foster care should be centered
around the child's need. This theory was expressed by him
in the following report to the Children's Aid Society,
The aim will be in each instance to suit action
to the real need. Heeding the teaching of experience,
still to study the conditions with a freedom from
assumptions and a directness of view as complete as
though the case in hand stood absolutely alone.^^
The assertion that"action was to be suited to the need
of the child" pointed toward the advisability of more than one
type of foster placement service. However, it was several
decades hence before agencies were formed which provided a com-
bination of child placements©
In regard to the parent-child relationship which is
deemed of inestimable value today, in the integration of a
child's personality, Mr. Birtwell had this to say.
^Twenty-fourth Annual Report, I886, p. I6. Children's
Aid Society. Thurston, op. cit
. , p. 185.
<J
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These children cannot be divorced from the
natural relations of family life without loss any
more than can those born under more favorable con-
ditions, therefore, we must humbly set ourselves
to learn the ways in niSiich family ties may be
strengthened and parent responsibilities main-
tained while working at the same time for the
reformation of the child. It means that before we
can decide on the best thing to be done we must
have personal relations with both child and
guardian and know the whole story of his life and
surrounding s • 1
2
Although these ideas were the forerunner to the modern concept
of the philosophy of the importance of fulfilling the child*
s
needs, and the role which the parents play, it took many years
for the idea to penetrate the various areas of learning.
INSTITUTION AS A SCHOOL
It appears that some concept of the institution as a
school has been apparent from the beginning of foster care«
For years the schools were provided within the institution,
the thought was good but since many of the teachers were poorly
paid and inadequately prepared, the teaching was far from our
modern standards of education©
Prom the beginning of the nineteenth century when
educators with vision appeared it was recognized that the child
9
should attend the community school and thus remain a part of
societyo
12Twenty-eighth and Twenty-ninth Annual Reports, I895,
p. 10* Ibid., p. 191.
ft
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The words of John Dewey, "Education is not the
preparation for life; education is life,"^^ stirred many people
to action. As this new educational philosophy began to gather
momentum it was evident that it would revolutionize not only
the experiences of children in public schools but the lives
of dependent boys and girls in institutions.
In this period also Colonel Prances Perkins conceived
that "We must get the whole child to school* ""^^
Unfortunately this theory was not rapidly accepted by
every group of people who were responsible for children's wel-
fare • But within the last decade a new vista has been opened
15in the care of the child in relation to his needs*
While new ideas were growing in the educational world
^ch influenced the care of children in institutions there were
also developments in the scientific world which had their im-
pact on the furtherance of the establishment of new ways of
meeting the needs for foster child care*
The many discoveries which aided and abetted the medical
profession in discovering a way to promote health through nu-
trition, sanitation, etc© led also to the investigation of
institutions*
13lbld«, po 27I0
^^Ibid., p. 271.
^^The needs of the child will be fully discussed later
in the chapter*
,e .1:
14
i
i
Through this newly aroused interest there appeared many
changes* The crowded and deplorable conditions of the child
caring places were exposed to the public. The need for special
institutions for feeble-minded,delinquent and special handi-
capped children were noted.
The recognition of this new type care resulted in state
schools for the feebleminded, special ones for the deaf and
blind.^^
In 1899 the first Juvenile Courts were established and
in quick succession others sprang up all over the country.
The smouldering longing to do something for children had leaped
into flame. The very fact that children were considered as
human beings with special rights and priveleges was another
link in the chain of progress toward a better society.
VOCATIONAL SCHOOLS
These were aimed toward preparing the children for a
life work. The work training in institutions can possess
Important values. However, the prolonged hours of tedious
weeding gardens, sewing, weaving, manual training, dish washing,
floor scrubbing and the like that grew out of these early
endeavors to rehabilitate the delinquent group demonstrated
^^The Horace Mann School for the Deaf and Perkins
Institute for the Blind were among the early ones established.
14
15
that this type of exploitation was not the solution for meeting
the problems of the juvenile offender. There must be other
factors to be considered in relation to their misdemeanor s<»
Then there came on the horizon a new trend of thought.
Preud*s psychoanalysis of adults had demonstrated that many
of the emotional disturbances of adults had deep-seated roots
In childhood experiences©^'^
*The twentieth century was heralded as the century of
18the child©" The epoch-making events which occurred in rapid
succession in the field of child welfare during the early years
of the century would make this seem very true©
With the advent of psychiatry and the emerging knowledge
of the factors that aided or hindered the development of an
integrated personality a new era dawned in the approach to the
study of the child and his problems.
In 1906 the Mental Hygiene Movement which came as an
outgrowth of psychiatric thinking began to direct its efforts
toward the prevention of emotional disturbances in childhood
through the betterment of environmental conditions. Prior to
this time the treatment was based primarily upon the symptoms
and the diagnosis of them©^^ Experts began to search for the
^"^Engllsh, Spurgeon; Pearson, Gerald, "Emotional Problems
of Living©"
ifi
"^^Lundgren, 0£o cit,, p. II5©
19^
Kanner, Leo, Child Psychiatry.
B 1?
V
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causes underlying the symptoms. Since psychiatry pointed to
the fact that the difficulty might be in the early childhood
experiences it was obvious that the home and family should be
investigated for possible clues. This movement served as an
incentive to allied groups who were keenly interested in human
welfare. Socially minded people interested in child care
coupled the discovery of the environmental factor in personality
development with the children in csire in institutions.
They discovered that poverty and its concomitant factors
were the primary causes for the institutionalization of child-
20
ren© It was apparent that some solution to this unfortunate
circumstance was forthcoming.
In 1909 the attempt to remedy this injustice was made
through the First White House Conference held on behalf of the
children. Out of this meeting came the statement, "Home life is^
the highest and finest product of our civilization. It is the
great molding force of mind end character, children should not
21be deprived of it except for urgent and compulsory reasons©
Attention was centered on the child, his home and his family
22
more than ever before in history.
20Richman, Leon, "New Needs and New Approaches in Poster
Care." The Child , Vol, XII, p, 8.
21Proceedings of White House Conference, I909, p, 10.
Thurston, og, clt,, p. 272.
22Although it took the Federal Government until 1935 *o
actually implement the device which adequately provided aid to
the dependent child. This device was the Federal Security Act.

In 1911 state aid to dependent children through Mother's
}Aid Pensions was begun in some states*^^
In 1912 the interest in children was manifested in the
creation of the Children's Bureau which was to he responsible
for the "whole child»" This was a milestone in the social
welfare for children.
Following the first world war came the White House
Conference of 1919<» Through the social case studies which had
become more prevalent in that decade, it was possible to have
tangible evidence of the progress in child care*
Many private foster homes were used over the country
j which were thought to be an improvement over institutionalized
I
care. ^ Social work had begun in earnest, and it had made in-
|l
I
roads into the problems of child care. At this time there were
also a few State Departments of Social Welfare.
The major recommendations of this conference were that
emphasis was to be placed on the rights of the child to educa-
jltional, recreational, preparation for life. It also mentioned
the necessity of taking advantage of the mental hygiene clinics
that had been established in some areaso^^
^^This aid to dependent children did not include
illegitimate mothers until the late twenties.
'his issue discussed later in the chapter©
25,Thurston, o£. cit., p. 272.
»->•
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In 1920 the organization of the Child Welfare League of
America was destined to have a revolutionizing effect on child
care in institutionso New standards were set, surveys were
hegun to determine the existing conditions* Pamphlets were
published to aid those who were attempting to provide quality
foster care* Prior to this time very little literature was
written on the subject*
Many social workers had concentrated on private foster
home placement and had almost excluded institutional care.
But by the time of the third White House Conference repercus-
sions had begun to occur on maladjustments arising in private
foster home placements* This led to a controversial issue,
private foster home placement versus institutional caree
Further investigations were indicated and on closer
inspection of records some interesting facts were revealed, one
of particular interest for the present study was that instead
of institutions serving primarily orphans, who were in need
of good physical care because of death of the parents, they wer^
now serving children who came from homes with family emotional
problems. These were often reflected in the personality adjust-
ment of the child.26
26Frank, Howard, Institution or Foster Home Mental Hygiene,
Vol* XXX, No* 1, January 19i|6, p. 95.
€»
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Psychologists and psychiatrists continued to gain deeper
insight and understanding of children's problems. More and more
it was realized that children were individuals and needed expert
consideration in each case. It was demonstrated that private
foster home care or institutional care were neither per se good
nor per se bad but each child's situation must be evaluated
27before placement was made* *
Prom the emphasis on consideration for the individual
child two main advancements in child care developed • "Study
Homes" and the organization of "Child-Placing Agencies*"
STUDY HOMES—TREATMENT CENTERS
As the interest in child guidance grew and the
realization of its value became more apparent the idea for a
special institution took form. Homes for the study of children
with serious emotional problems and treatment for such children
while they are living within the institution represents a some-
what recent development in foster care*
Psychiatric social workers or professional social case
workers are necessary for making an accurate case study. It
is composed of family history, the evaluation of the intensive
psychological, psychiatric examinations of the child, plus an
27
'Clothier, Florence, "The Problems of Frequent
Replacement of the Young Dependent Child." Mental Hygiene,
21:514.9-558, October, 1957o

20
interpretation of his behavior, through observation during his
stay at the home. Sometimes intensive study of the home en*
28
vironment and therapy for the parents were indicated*
When once the diagnosis was made, however, it was the
treatment which was more important than the study*
Although study homes were a step forward they haven't
been entirely successful since the efficacy of the treatment
depends on the recommendations made for further care.
It was indicated that there must be some combination of
placement services that would accommodate the child's individual
needso This called for cooperation on the part of other organi-
zations in order to provide the services required.^^
Even with other organization's cooperation there were
still few alternatives for placements—namely, prolonged in-
stitutional care, private foster home care and the child's own
home
•
The choice of private home placements have been limited
as there are not enough adequate ones to meet the demands^ and
since there is very little special preparation for foster
parents available.
^^As yet, therapy for parents together with the children
is not adequate*
s led to the organization of agencies*
^^Comparatively few boarding schools accept children
with problems*

Too,study homes proved to be expensive propositions
because many professionally trained people are required to
provide the quality care. A treatment center located in or
near a large city where there are plenty of clinical resources
can serve an extensive territory at lower cost of operation per '
capita if it utilizes these community facilities*
AGENCIES
Foster care agencies developed from the demands for a
combination of foster care placements--namely, private foster
home, institutional and adoption service So Within the decade
preceding the 1955 census enumeration, approximately six per-
cent of all the organizations caring for dependent and neglected
children had added foster family care to what had been only an
institutional program.'^ The religious organizations have
responded to the forming of agencies although the Catholics
have been a little more reluctant to change from all institu-
tional care to the other branches of foster care services, but
in some areas of the country they have created agencies provid-
ing the three types of foster care placement The Protestants
and Jewish people accepted the new plan quite readily and have
5^Hopkirk, 02» cit «, p, 57,
^^The Catholic Agency of Boston has the three types of
foster care services*
» « . •
many agencies representing the three branches of service. The
Jewish agencies seem to be more progressive than the other
two ,55
In came another White House Conference. This one
emphasized the child in a democracy, as a citizen not only of
tomorrow, but of today—a human being with his own rights.
Again it was reiterated that the child was a whole entity
and must be treated as such, he has needs to be met and their
fulfillment was a potent factor in promoting optimum growth
and development of a child *s personality.
The intrinsic value of parent-child relationship was
stressed again, since there was growing concern over the in-
crease in the divorce rate of the country.
Delinquency was on the rise and statistics show that
the broken homes contributed more than their proportionate
share of these delinquents.''^
Since it was asserted that the "hope of a democracy"
lies in its youth the well being of children became increasingly
important and the home and family became the center of attentioij.
Then came the second world war in the midst of an already
rising tide of family disintegration.
The devastating experiences of the war increased the
number of children with emotional problems. As institutions
^^Hopkirk, o2» cit
. , p. 55,
5%imkoff, Meyer, "Marriage and the Family, * p. 6141..
*
—
'
1^
*
»
and agencies studied the situation it became apparent that the
cause and the solution to the dependent child's problem lies
in his home and family relationships.
DAY NURSERY
Out of the war, and the demand for child care created
by mothers helping in war emergency projects, a new type of
institution, the day care nursery or nursery school, was
i
established.
These day care nurseries were of many varieties. They
ranged from small private ones to large commercial ones. There
were also those provided by employers and those maintained by
settlement houses or other community projects. Today in many
states these are protected by licensure
These day nurseries or schools have Increased, not only
for children of working mothers but for other children as well.
They are becoming a part of the plan for supplying a
child's needs. In addition to ordinary nursery schools there
are also some for emotionally disturbed children who need
prolonged therapy. ^5
Because of the increase in mental illness during the
war and following there was a growing interest in promoting
and maintaining optimum mental healtho Through many
Ehildreiiji's Cenjiet^, Roxbury, Mass.
*
observations it was discovered that home and family played a
vital role in the mental health or illness of an individuals
As this fact gained recognition experts began to focus their
attention on the possible solution of the problem.
People most concerned with human welfare turned to the
past to see where their programs might have failed to prepare
the parents for the Important task of molding a human
personality©
As early as 1930 the charter formulated by the White
I
House Conference, of that year, on child and health protection
I included a statement on the fundamental needs of the child.
"For every child spiritual and moral training to help
I him stand firm under the pressure of life.
"For every child a home and that love and security which
a home provides. "^^
Although these objectives appeared to embody every area
' that was known to have a bearing on the integration of per-
sonality it was apparent that there must be some missing in-
tangible factor that had been overlooked. The thought that
'*we think better than we do" was clearly demonstrated*
In an attempt to bring order out of chaos, people in all
areas of learning began to concentrate on that all important
Proceedings and Reports of Committees, published by
D. Appleton Century Co. Lundberg, 0£. jcit . , p. I4..

element of life, the human personality. When these people,
from their vast knowledge and varied experiences, began to
pool their knowledge and skills to reach the crux of the prob-
lem then were strides made toward the goal of optimum health.
From this cooperative effort emerged the philosophy of
child growth and development* Although the needs of the child
were recognized it was observed on closer examination of pro-
grams in various fields that plans for the fulfillment had
been too stereotyped, they had not provided for the individual
differences of the human being*
It became evident that in a democratic society it was
necessary to affirm the dignity of the individual child. It
also became desirable "to exalt the status of the family as a
social group, favor reciprocity in parent-child relationship
and encourage human discipline of the child through guidance
and understanding. "^"^
Scientists contributed the idea that "every living
organism strives to attain a maximum maturity," The spirit of
liberty has its deep most roots in the biological impulse
toward optimal growth. Babies as well as adults are endowed
38
with this inalienable impulsion." With the new emphasis
•^'Gesell, Arnold & Ilg, Prances, "Infant and Child in
the Culture of Today," p. 10«
5Qlbid.

"Babies Are- Human Beings, "^^ there was a rebirth of effort
to uphold "the Rights of Infants."^^ The fact, though known,
was like a smoldering spark which had lain dormant and now,
under the new impetus there was a burning desire to right the
wrong against society and the individual personality. These
burning desires kindled the flame which has brought about the
new era in the care of children.
As the philosophy grew new concepts were found centering
around the needs of the child in relation to himself and to
society. Statements which formerly would have startled even
the most progressive leaders were being accepted by many people,
i • e
«
,
The most general statement that we can make
about the child's needs is that he should be pro-
tected from distortions by adults, parents,
teachers, nurses, physicians, psychologists and
others engaged in dealing with children.n-l
The child's personality is a product of slow and
gradual growth. His nervous system matures by
stages and natural sequences. All of his abilities
including his morals are subject to laws of growth,
the task of child care is not to force him intp_a
predetermined pattern but to guide his growth
^^Aldrich, Mary and Charles, "Babies Are Human
Beings,"
^°Ribble, Margaret, '•The Rights of Infants."
^^Prank, Lawrence, "The Fundamental Needs of the Child,"
Mental Hygiene
.
Vol. 22, po 556, July, 19380
U2Gesell, Arnold; Ilg, Frances, op. cit,
, p. 11©
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If we can stop thinking of our children as good
or bad but as learning; if we can look far ahead
for them and teach them so that some day they will
not need us; if we can in the meantime use every
skill that our own love brings and that science
can contribute to reveal to us what life looks
like to a little child; if we can do those things
and at the same time enjoy our children in each
swiftly passing phase, then truly that old bug
bear »the discipline problem* would dissolve into
the splendid process of learning how to live«-<-5
The parent-child relationship while guiding the child
from dependence to maturity becomes especially important*
Preston says, "Remember that if you train a child properly,
you shall lose him. Then your job is done and done well."^
Provisions for the physical, educational, religious,
social and emotional needs were reinterpreted in the light of
the new knowledge.
The goal of those who are most interested in the child
and human welfare should be to guide the child in developing a
healthy mind and body which will enable him to become a happy,
well-adjusted contributing member of society*
PHYSICAL NEEDS
In the acceptance of this goal, the supplying of
physical needs no longer denotes the provisions for the bare
necessities of life—food, clothes, shelter—but are directed
^^Burgess, Helen Steers, "Discipline What Is It?" p. 20*
^^^reston, George, "The Substance of Mental Health,"
p. 1U7.

toward the maintenance and promotion of good health, prevention
of disease and adequate care In time of need* It was recog-
nized that the needs vary in various stages of development and
according to constitutional differences of the individuals
EDUCATIONAL NEEDS
With the new interpretation, education was no longer
preparation for life "but education was living. It was
necessary for education to supply the learning experiences
which provide for the obtaining of knowledge, skills, apprecia-
tions and attitudes. Knowledge to include not only learning
but to interpret that knowledge in the light of the child *s own
needs, potentialities and aspirations* Skills which promote the
fulfillment of one's right to live, that of making the world a
better place in which to live. Appreciation of the experiences
which enrich life--music, art, literature, nature, etc. In
relation to this appreciation and the development of the entire
personality, Ruskin wrote, •you tell me what you like and 1*11
tell you what you are.""*"'^ Attitudes become a dynamic force in
the well being of a child, what one feels is tremendously
important.
Ruskin, John, poem not known.

SOCIAL NEEDS
With the insight which had been gained concerning the
value of personal contacts in the developing of wholesome per-
sonalities, social needs were reinterpreted. It was realized
that social interrelationships embody all of life*s activities©
Children need to play and to feel the joy which comes from the
companionship of other boys and girls in their communitieso
The promotion and the maintenance of good human relationships
should become the goal of any democratic society.
RELIGIOUS NEEDS
As the interest in world wide brotherhood grew, religion
became not dogma or erred but faith that men can live by. The
need for a power, a source of strength outside of on©*s self
and the recognition of that motivating force is interpreted by
people in various ways. "Some of us call it nature, some of us
call it God,"^^ Religion becomes a stabilizing factor in a
human personality if the principles are used in dally living*
A child can best learn about God through the example of love and
kindness of those who care for him«
We must assume that if a child is to grow into a
whole man, into a real person, into a complete entity
and take his part in the affairs of the world and look
forward to taking his part in eternal life, his reli-
gious training and his religious life cannot be over-
looked by a good soclety,M-7
^^Caruth, William H« "Each In His Own Tongue.*^
^Tperkins, Frances. "Standards for Children's
Institutions in California," Original source not mentionedo
3
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EMOTIONAL NEEDS
With the new approach to child care the emotional needs
and their fulfillment became of vital concern in a mental
health program. Emotional maturity became its goal and the
factors involved in its promotion were sought.
Freud observed that,
the force that holds the individual back from
achieving the best of his potentialities is the
result of the frustration of pleas^ore needs in
life resulting in hostility, pain and hatred.
This pain of frustration and resulting hatred
engendered gradually from a wall, a barrier with-
in an individual so that the friendship and joy
of living which he must surely encounter some
day are unable to get to him and give him the
This demonstrated that how a child feels is important, it
helps to determine his well being, it is not only what happens
to him in life but how he accepts what happens that determines
his destiny.
It was recognized that the child has emotional needs If
fulfilled or unfulfilled influence this total adjustment to
llfeo
A child needs to feel that he is loved* He must feel a
sense of belonging. If he is loved enough, he will also love
and have the joy which comes from loving gjid sharing.
peace, comfort
^^English and Pearson, ££. cit . , p. 11.
1s
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A child needs recognition for his efforts. He must
taste success,
A child needs adventure. He must experience freedom
of choice in progressive order, and he should experience in
immunizing doses, sorrow, pain, disappointment, fear, hate,
to enable him to meet life and its perplexities without
confusionp^^
A child needs guidance* '*We help Johnny to see through
Johnny and help Johnny to see Johnny through. He must have
a faith in the universe and an assurance that he is capable of
"becoming a useful and desired adult»
A child needs the example of adults who know the Joy of
livingo
An integrated personality is the goal for every child.
He must gain pleasure from his interrelationships with others
in order to have a sense of well being.
It has been claimed "by people who have observed
children that a happy home is the best place for the child to
find the security which makes for Joyful living and a stable
personalityo "The home is the most important instrument for
affection and companionship between husband and wife and
parents and children©
ston, op. cit »
^^Prevey, Esther o "Helping the Child to Help Himself."
Childhood , ed. January, 19ij-9, p. 206.
5%imkoff, 0£. cit., p.
iLit Oil.
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Sometimes the home fails to give the child the
environment that is suitable for growing up and does not supply
his fundamental needs, then society has to offer a substitute*
In considering child placement for any child, it becomes
necessary to consider the individual needs according to his
age and his own personality.
Prom observations in child placement, it was generally
agreed that babies and little children do better in private
foster homes because they require personalized individual atten-
tion. The young child desperately needs the security of stable
persistently uniform situations of dependable human relations
and endless patience and tolerance. Children love order and
they are in need of warm personal human relations. They need
opportunities to love and give love«
Because the young child is in process of forming
object loves, giving up the gratification of his
own personal wishes that the uprooting of a little
child is so traumatic to this personality. Without
olyject loves, emotional growth through identification
becomes impossible and the child grows into an
adult who still looks upon a society as an organiza-
tion designed to cater to his needs and to be
coerced into doing so or bitterly fought for not
doing so. 52
It was recognized that adolescents appear to do better in
institutions because of experience in group living,Adolescents
crave companionship of their own age group. The adolescent has
gone through the identification period and Is beginning to make k
52ciothier, 0£. £lt., p. 555.
I,
i
life of his own. He is trying to loosen the closer family ties
by substituting others of his group for the family. There is
naturally some rebellion against family restrictions even in
the tiappy home. But as the children come for placement, the
rebellion is exaggerated. They find it most difficult to live
in private foster homes. In group living they manage to make
better adjustments*
Children who have found it difficult to adjust to
society because of the experiences of the past may find group
living helpful for a time. Neurotic children may need therapy
before placement in a private foster home, if the child has
been rejected by his parents or smothered by their love, he may
find it difficult to adjust to foster parents*
Some parents may besble to accept institutional care for
their children bettern than private foster home placement since
there is no direct parent substitution in the former foster care
»
In placing a child the parent-child relationship which
he has had becomes an important consideration. The attitude of
the parents is a factor in the child's adjustment©
Prom the history of child placements, it is apparent that
the answer is not for better placement but that the hope for a
democratic society is to provide help for the parents in their
relationship with their children, so they as parents of tomor-
row may provide the homes which will foster the development of
stable personalities*
6 rrt-^
.J-
A mother is likened unto a mountain spring
that nourishes the tree at the root, hut
one who mothers another »s child is likened
unto water that rises into a cloud and goes
a long distance to nourish a lone tree in
the desert.
CHAPTER III
ANALYSIS OF SEVEN SELECTED FOSTER-CARE INSTITUTIONS
It is evident from the foregoing that institutional care
eyen at its best, is only a substitute for consanguine family
lifee Yet the aim of every organization should be to create
a home-like atmosphere that closely resembles normal family
livingo As far as possible the institution should account for
the experiences and emotional values which exist for a child
In a well-organized family unit.
The initial favorable response to this group living, if
the program is properly designed and maintained, is that the
children will emerge from this adjusting period with a better
understanding of themselves and their relationship to society
and subsequently be better equipped to meet life and its prob-
lems in a manner that will be most satisfying to them and most
helpful to other So
l.^'Hb Foster Parents, This Is Your Foster Child," New
York City Committee on Mental Hygience, p* 11.
J-
i
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To ascertain problems in child care which 'promote or
hinder the attalmcent of this aim and to secure opinions of com-
petent observers, visits were made to seven selected foster-care
institutions in the New England areas
In analyzing the results these characteristics were
found:
Purposes of These Institutions
There was a common element noted in all of the seven
lnstitutlons--namely, that they were in existence to serve the
children and to help them through the experience of group living
to live with people more efficiently* Another similarity noted
was that every institution was directed by a capable person who
was aware of the necessity of providing quality care to fit the
individual needs of all of the children in the group*, However,
Idifferencea were found in the means by idiich the organizations
attempted to achieve their purposes. These deviations are
illustrated in the following figures:
1« In five, provisions were made for institutional care,
adoption services and private foster home placements,
2. In one, there was temporary institutional care only,
5« one, although at present there was only institutional
care, the organization was in the process of a merger which will
yield these additional accomodations--namely, adoption service
and private foster home placement So

l^.. In seven, provisions were made for long time care for
children as indicated by the individual case.
5« In seven, there was recognition of the efficacy of
working with parents or guardians simultaneously with the child-
ren although methods and the extent to which this was done
2
varied.
Admissions-'-Referrals—'Restrictions
Requests regarding investigations for admission were
found to come from various sources. This was indicated by the
following!
1. In four, requests were accepted from parents, guardians,
other agencies, schools, churches, courts and hospitals.
2. In two, arrangements for investigations were the same
as the above except there were no court referrals.
5« In one, the requests for admission were made only
through appropriate officials of the church.
As previously indicated the generally accepted policy
and practices as presented by the Children's Bureau^ is freedom
from artificial barriers to admission such as race, color and
creed. However, when the policies and practices of these seven
Institutions were examined it was noted that
This topic is more fully developed in a later chapter.
5«Bullding the Future for Children and Youth,"
Washington, D. C#, U. S. Department of Labor, p. 9U«
4*
t 5. ' ^
( *
Jl* Pour served all children; no race, color or creed was
refused*
5» Three stipulated their religious affiliations.
6* Six accepted the negro children*
There was some question whether or not children with
severe emotional disturbances should be subjected to normal
children or vice versa. The majority of the directors malntaina:
that neither group was affected unduly if the program and size
of staff provided for adequate flexibility to meet the individual,
differences* However, they were in agreement that feeble minded
severely handicapped or ill children should have specialized
care and not be placed with normal groups of children Their
practices seem to support these points of view*
lo In five, feeble minded children were not accepted for
care»
2* In two, feeble minded children or borderline feeble
minded children were accepted only temporarily for complete
diagnostic studies and recommendations for future placement*
5* In one, provision was made for long or short special
convalescent treatment.
Differences were found in the age range of children
cared for by these institutions*
It was agreed that private foster homes meet the needs
of babies and pre-school children better than institutions be-
cause the private foster home can supply the close relation
•7non
»
•
with a love object which Is considered basic in building
'security for small children.
I
It was even suggested that babies and small children
should not be institutionalized except in cases of emergency
or for intensive study prior to adoption or other unusual
circumstances*
This point of view expressed by several case workers ia
compatible with that of other allied professions* It is well
expressed by Clothier in "The Problems of Frequent Placement
for the Dependent Child,
Yet when the actual practices in these institutions were
examined, it was found that:
1» In two, there were no children under three years of
age*
I 2. In two, there were young children but the directors
were endeavoring to eliminate this practice,
5* In one, small babies and pre-school children were kept
indefinitely*
In one, small babies were only accepted as a temporary
emergency measure*
5* In one, small babies were accepted only for study to
determine physical and mental status prior to adoption or
temporarily, prior to foster home placement*
".Clothler,,^J'loi'ence. "The Problems of Frequent
Replacement of the Young Dependent Child," Mental Hygiene ,
21:5l|9-558, October, 1957.
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The children from six to ten may be cared for in private
foster homes or in institutions according to the particular
needs of the child* There were no special comments or figures
gathered for this age group*
In regard to older children here, too, were found marked
differences in ages. However, it was agreed that the greater
nuniber of adolescents make much hetter adjustments under group
living than they do in private homes. ^ Adolescents seek
association with others of their own age. This fact plus the
tendency to "break family ties and become independent makes
group life in institutions practical for them.
Because it was recognized by the administrators that all
people need to belong to a family some of these older boys and
girls were kept in care indefinitely, since they had no other
home affiliation. (Even though they did not stay in the insti-
tution they returned for counseling as they desired.)
The above facts account, in part, for the differences in
the following figures as they were recorded for this study*
1. In three, of the institutions, visited children were
kept in care until twenty-one years of age if circumstances
Indicated need for this service; in one, until twelve years of
^
age, in one, until thirteen years of age, in two, until fourteen
years of age.^
^Richman, 0£. cit . Lippman, 0£. cit »
^Although the interviewees specified that short time care
"Irs preferable to long time care, yet, there was a wide dis- —
crepancy found in this respect. One reported one stay of
fifteen years duration*
I

ko
However^ because of these individual allowances children
above the stated ages were found in residence, in all of the
institutions*
Size, Capacity and Sex
In studying the size of institutions it was found that
the trend has been toward small institutions* Hopkirk states:
Only 22 institutions in 1955 were reported with
populations as large as '^00, three-fourths of the
organizations with as many as ten children under
institutional care reported fewer than 100 such
children. Only three had a child population of
more than a thousand«T
1 In the seven institutions visited for this study none
was as large as ^00 and none was as small as ten*
1. In one, the census was from I25-I5O children* The
average census was approximately 155 children*
2* In one, the census was from 100-125 children. The
average census was approximately 120 children*
p
5* In one, the census was from 50-IOO children* The
average census was approximately 120 children.
9
k-o In four, the census was from 20-5O children*
"7Hopkirk, op* cit*
, p* 25*
0
The averages varied.
9
This one was in the process of expanding. Another
building will be opened soon because of the demands for service
in the community.
* r •
c
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It was stated in the foregoing chapter that children
need companionship of hoth sexes* This need has heen recog-
nized in the field of foster institutional care in as much as
it was noted that all seven of the institutions accommodated
both boys and girls*
Need for Foster Care
For many years the preponderance of children were
orphans but "now days only one in every twenty children in
institutions is a full orphan.'*'''^ Many of the children in care
represent broken homes caused either by death of one parent
(rarely by both), divorce, illness, desertion, alcoholism,
illegitimacy, or prison sentences* A great number of children
who need foster care are those who have emotional problems and
have found it difficult to adjust to society; often these prob-
lems are precipitated by poor child-parent relationships* This
was consistent with the opinions of the competent observers in
the seven institutions visited but there were no exact figures
available*
Organization Staff
The staff is the axis on which the wheels of any
organization turns. It was generally agreed that the success
^^Stern, Edith M* The House Mo therms Guide, p* 12,
c
Iof a foster-care institution is hinged on the competence of its
staff and its team work. The failures also were largely attri-
buted to the incompetence of the staff and its lack of
cooperation*
The size of the staff varies with the numiber of children
In care, the age group served and the stated purposes of the
institution^ For example, the study home obviously requires
more professionally trained people than the temporary placement
service*
In general, it was found that the staff of child-caring
institutions are composed of two sections--namely, maintenance
and professional. Although specific characteristics are in-
dicative of competence in their respective areas of operation,
both groups should possess these common traits--social and
emotional maturity evidenced by genuine understanding, sincere
affection for and keen appreciation of the needs of children©
The significance of acceptable personnel policies were empha-
sized by six of the seven agencies investigatedp"^"^ such as
policies and practices relating to holidays, wages, insurance,
liliving conditions and other courtesies for its staff* They
Indicated that the largest single item on the budget would
probably be salaries for staff (if adequately paid)* An
''"'•One of the services was maintained by the religieuse
who did not receive monetary recompense for services rendered©
a all
Institution should not only have standards of education,
experience and other essential qualifications which its staff
should meet, but should expect to assume its obligations by
paying a fair market price for the quality of service which
they can render. It was pointed out that a satisfied competent
staff can render much more effective and efficient service than
an unqualified disgruntled one, giving greater return on the
dollar invested in salaries. It was indicated, however, that
shortage of adequately trained people made it difficult to ob-
tain and maintain a qualified staff. The need for a good in-
service program becomes a necessity to enable partly qualified
people to secure essential prepration as well as to provide for
normal growth in service*
No blanket statement was found to cover the relation of
12personnel to number of children. These factors were also pointed
1» There should be a qualified director appointe d by the
board to administer the organization. He should be given
authority to select and appoint the remainder of the staff.
2« Foster child agencies should employ both men and women
as house parents since this arrangement was more representative
1?
'*-*^One mentioned that the policy was to have one adult
for every three small children and one for every five larger
children but this proportion was difficult to maintain,
^^Except by the one institution operating under the
religieuse*
e I
c
of normal family life and children need associations with "both
sexes*
5« Each foster child agency should have one or more social
case workers. It was also deemed advisable to have "both men
and women, but it was difficult to maintain this goal since
there is a shortage of male case workers. Although the above
was found to be true in theory, in practice there were only four
who had both men and women as house parents*
The numbers on the health team vary according to the
services available in the community and the emphasis placed on
15
this aspect of the children's care* ^
The following figures were secured on these variations:
1« In six, there were nurse services available at all
times*
2* In one, there was a nurse available part-time only*
5« In two, there were resident physicians*
I4.* In five, there were no resident physicians.
5. In seven, there were pediatricians on the staff who
conducted routine health check-ups and who responded promptly
to calls for service.
6. In two, there were full-time psychologists.
^^?his shortage was indicated by two executive directors.
generally agreed that psychological and
psychiatric services should be available to all children in
care.

7» In four, there were psychological services available
from community agencies*
8. In one, there was no psychological service except through
the churcha
9« In two, there were full-tlrne psychiatrists.
10« In four, there were psychiatric services available from
community agencies.
11 • In one, there was no psychiatric service except through
church counseling.
12, In four, there were part-time recreational workers or
occupational therapists.
13* In two, the recreational workers were students of
nearby universities.
ll|. In three, there were no organized recreational programs<
Licensing-Standards for Foster-Care in Institutions
The White House conference of I9U0 drew up conclusions
regarding foster care of children.^^ The appraisal of child-
caring Institutions has been facilitated by certain ready-made
outlines in pamphlet fonii setting forth good institutional
organization by Child Welfare League, United States Children's
Bureau and Welfare departments of the individual states. The
^^Lundberg, Emmao. "Unto the Least of These," op. cit
.,
p. 515o
€
quality service has been improved according to people in
authority,^'^ Since the organization of State Child Welfare
Services, Interest in quality care has been emphasized. In
many states, licensure or other form of recognition has become
a necessary requirement prior to the establishment of a child-
caring agency* Regarding this necessary step in organization
the following was reported.
Board Structure
.18The Child Welfare League stipulates, in essence that
the board should be rotating, small and composed of both men and
women* Yet, when the policies and practices of these seven
institutions were examined the following results were obtained*
a« Sex:
The Influence from the time when women, almost exclu-
sively, were Interested in child care, was indicated by the
fact that;
1» In two, there were two distinct boards, one each
composed of women onlyo^^ The other maintains one board to
supply professional services and the other to supply food,
shelter and clothes*
^^Hopkirk, 0£* cit.
18Op* clto, p* llo
^9one of these was in process of merging with another
agency, then there will be one governing board*
« <
2o In one, there were only men on the hoard.
5» In two, there were both men and women on the hoard*
bo Term of Office:
The term of office varied from three-year-member ship to
20life-membership*
Co Size:
21
Regarding size the board varied from 11^.-60.
d. Rotation:
1« In two, there were rotating boards
•
2. In two, the board was not a rotating one but one was
attempting to inaugurate this practice.
5. In two, the policy was not know.
Too, it was generally conceded that the board should be
a democratic representation of the community. However, there
were no figures available on this item.
Budget
This item is an important factor in every organization.
It was stressed by the directors of five of the institutions
20^One reported that one family had retained life
membership for three generations.
21
'••'•One had an unusual arrangement. There was a corpora-
tion of 125 members from which a board of $0 was selected. The
board also made recommendations to maintain the 125 in the
corporation.

visited that*^ the program should be planned well within the
limits of the proposed budget, to avoid the necessity of later
curtailing essential activities because of lack of funds. It
was also emphasized that before establishing a new agency, suf-
ficient financial support and resources should be secured so that
a fiscal policy could be established which would assure Imple-
|
mentation of the desired objectives. To insure sound financing
It was also suggested that the agency have more than one
source of Incomoo Examination of the practices in the seven
agencies selected the following notations were made:
lo In four, there were three sources of income--namely.
Interest on investments from endowments, community chests and
I
income charges to parents, guardians or other agencies for
board.
2. In three, there was no regulated community support*
They were dependent on voluntary donations and endowments
Meeting Children *s Needs
The days of providing only the bare physical necessities,
shelter, food and clothes for children under foster care belong
to the past. Provision for the physical, educational, social
*^The two under church financing made no comment on this
question*
25only one of these accepted fees from parents©
c5.
k9
and religious needs of the children is imperative, since the
physical well being of any child depends upon the subtotal ful-
fillment of these needs • The ways in which they are met within
or without the institution depends upon the availability of
community resources and the utilization of them by the agency.
Shelter and food are provided by the institution but there are
many variations in the plans to supply them.^
Shelter
Because of its comparability to normal family living,
cottage style structure is a more acceptable form of living
arrangement for foster care institutions than the traditional
dormitory style of yesterday. Some state laws designate that
no more than two-story buildings can be used in child caring
agencies.^^ Single rooms are especially recommended for child-
ren with some emotional disturbances and for adolescent girlso
The standards formed by the Child Welfare League states that
It is preferable to have at least one-third of
the children accommodated in single rooms. No
dormitory room should accommodate more than three
or four children. Large dormitories have no place
in a modern institutional plant .^o
I
^^?here is some overlapping in presenting these needs
since they are so closely related and each contributes to the
realization of the goal, an integrated personality.
p. 7«
^5»»standards for Children's Institutions in California,"
26
'Op
.
cit., p. 20, Standards of Poster Care.
*
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The League also stipulates that the ideal cottage should
accommodate no more than twenty children, ' However, the cot-
tage plan is still an ideal and not an actual practice as was
illustrated by the following figures revealed from the obser-
vations made in the institutions named previously.
1« In four, there were family style cottages.
2. In three, there .ere the traditional style dormitories/
5» In five, there were single rooms for older girls
»
ij.. In six, there were a limited number of single rooms for
^special cases.
5» In one, there were no single rooms except for isolation
purposeso
6. In six, there were no sleeping rooms with more than six
beds.
7« In one, there were forty beds in one dormitory room.
8. In five, there were only two-story buildings used for
children's residences,
9. In one, there were^ tfiree stories used.
10. In one, there were sleeping rooms on the fourth floor.
Msuiy methods of living arrangements for boys and girls
have been tried in foster-care institutions.
^'^Ibid
One of these three was trying to secure a new location
for cottage style facilities.
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There appears to be no one and only recommended plan. Each
director. In collaboration with his staff, must make a plan
which is most suitable for his particular situationo This, in
part, accounts for the hetergeneous arrangement noted in the
present study.
I9 In four, there were small boys and girls living in the
same cottages*
2» In three, the boys and girls were in separate cottages*
3, In three, there were adolescent boys and girls living
29in the same cottage, ^
4, In four, there were adolescent boys and girls eating in
the same dining room. This was reported to be a most satisfac-
tory arrangement.
5* In three, the adolescent boys and girls ate in separate
dining rooms. Although it is recommended by the Child Welfare
League that brothers and sisters regardless of age should live
in the same cottage, this practice was not found in operation©
One stated that this arrangement had been tried but since no
appreciable difference was seen in the children's adjustments
the practice had been discontinued.
In situations where the children are segregated or not
segregated, with one exception, the children were together for
29
'In one of these the director was attempting to eliminat
this practice as it was found to create a number of emotional
problems
•
e
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plan time and work assignments. Thus ample time was provided
for brothers and sisters to be together even if they did not
live in the same cottage*
Clothes—Food
These two necessary components of physical needs will be
considered in conjunction with other topics. Clothes will be
discussed under emotional needs (developing independence)©
Food will be included as a part of the Health Program.
Health Program^^
A program which aims at the well being of all children
is basically the same whether the children are in private fosteri
homes, institutions or in homes with their parents* All areas
contributing to total child care must be considered. The Report
51to the president on the Nation's Health by Oscar Ewing^ empha-
sized the fact that any program that was to culminate in opti-
mum health for a nation must stress the maintenance and promo-
tion of health, prevention of disease, and qufility care for
those who are ill* Prevention is as important as cure.
5^The complete health program was discussed under
physical needs in Chapter II.
5^Ewing, Oscar, "The Nation's Health,** a Ten-Year Program
Report to the President,
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"Care is the whisper of the past prevention, the divine voice
institution all available community medical resources aimed
toward positive health should be employed, since through proper
utilization of them child care may be provided more adequately
and economically than is possible otherwise*
The plans to render services for both prevention and cure
were indicated by the following observations*
lo In six, there were no admission isolation periods*^^
2* In seven, there were complete physicals required
Immediately prior to or after admission.
5* In six, there were attempts to have apparent defects
corrected*
1|* In seven, permission was secured, from the parents or
guardians, on admission, for emergency medical treatment*
5* In four, vaccinations were required upon or before
admission*
6* In three, vaccinations were optional unless Indicated
by exposure or epldemico
7* In three, mantoux patch tests were given on admisslono
of the future* ..52 Therefore, in formulating plans for an
^^Author not known*
ess obviously indicated*
n one the funds were limited so defects were
sometimes ignored*
0-"!
8o In four, patch tests were not considered necessary
unless the child had had prolonged contact with tuberculosis©
9» In three, triple vaccine was given on admission if it
had not been given previously*
10» In four, triple vaccine was not the routine practice
but was given if indicated.
11, In one, dental services were provided within the
Institution*
12« In six, dental services were provided from the
community,
13. In seven, there was some type of infirmary with
isolation facilities»55
IU9 In five, medical specialists in all fields were
included on the staff*
15* In two, medical consultants were secured as emergency
arose
•
160 In four, there were permanent arrangements with
community hospitals for care of emergencies.
17. In three there were no arrangements.
18. In five, the habit clinics of the community were used*
19* In one, the psychological problems were referred to the
community school.
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-^^One had a permanent arrangement with a hospital for
care of infectious diseases.
had a permanently endowed hospital bed in a
community hospital*
.
r
20* In one, the psychological problems were handled "by the
religieuse and religieux*
21* In seven, there were periodical physical check ups*^''''
Food
The advent of scientific discoveries relating to the
value of nutrition in optimum health, had a tremendous influence
on the formulating of minimum state nutritional requirements for
institutionso Some states have their specifications listed in
detail. Food is essential for the normal growth and develop-
ment of all children. By whom the diet is planned, prepared
and served varies to some extent with the individual agency.
A few differences were noted in the institutions visited*
1. In three, there were full-time dietitians.
2. In one, the diets were planned by cook and matron.
5. In two, the diets were planned by cooks and house
mothers.
In one, the diets were planned by the director and
house mothers.
In an attempt to create a normal family atmosphere some
agencies have made provisions for the food to be cooked in the
individual cottages, rather than in one central kitchen. No
^'^These varied in frequency from one week to one month.
5®California Standards, op. cit
., pp. I2-I3.
-.1
-qoXev
evidence was found by them that this plan made any appreciable
difference in the well being of the childreno^^
Educational Needs
Education which is directed toward obtaining knowledge,
developing skills, attitudes and appreciations for every child
is the goal of all educators
How these educational needs of children in foster care
are met depends upon the community facilities. However, there
was a general agreement among the key people mentioned previous-
ly that the children should be allowed to attend public schools
since this provides constant social contact with the community.
It also accentuates the fact that they are a part of society
although they are living in a controlled environment©
The above theory was supported In part by the following:
lo In five, the children were attending public schools.
2o In one, the school was incorporated in the institution.
5. In one, the school was maintained for diagnostic studies
in behavior and for psychological testing only. No routine
classes were held.
controlled studies were done, however, to verify
this statement. But it was stated that this arrangement was
much more costly than having food prepared in a central kitchen.
^^This idea is expressed by Burton, William, **The
Guidance of Learning Activities."
e
Religious Needs
Every individual needs a source of power, a dynamo from
which, one draws energy In time of need.^^ Children need a
faith, an assurance that someone cares*
Religious freedom was considered essential by the late
President Roosevelt In compiling the list of the five freedoms
necessary In a democracy.
Recognition of the religious need and respect for the
religious choice was shown, in part, in the institutions visited
by the following figures:
1« In five, there was no compulsory church at tendance
o
2« In two, there was required church attendance and no
church preference was permitted*
5. In one, the church service was held in the institution's
chapel.
I4.. In two, children were allowed to attend the church of
their choice with guardian or parents.
5* In four, the children were allowed to attend the church
of their choice alone, if age warranted, with parents, with
other responsible people, or with other children.
^^Idea expressed in De schweinitic Carl, *'The Art of
Helping People Out of Trouble."
This topic was fully discussed in Chapter II of this
study.

Social Needs
Since society is dependent upon satisfactory interrela-
tionships it is essential that children be offered many oppor-
tunities to associate with others* This is one reason why group
living is considered wise for many foster children. The value
of companionship and play was recognized by all of the agencies
visited but various methods were used to achieve these ends.
The similarities and differences were noted as follows:
1. In six, boys and girls were permitted to play together
in the same play yards.
2, In one, boys and girls were required to play in separate
play yards.
5. In four, older age groups were allowed to attend movies
alone or with companions, over week ends but not on school
nights©
1^.0 In three, children were not allowed to attend movies
except on special occasions when trips were planned for the
entire groupa
5» In four, children of specified age were permitted to
join girl scouts or boy scouts while under care*
6* In three, children were not allowed to join girl scouts
or boy scouts while under care,
7. In four, children were permitted to play with other
children in the community after school.

8, In three, children were not permitted to play with
other children in the community.
9* In four, children were encouraged to bring other
children to the institution to play.^-'
10. In four, children were encouraged to use the community's
recreational facilities.
11. In three, all of the recreational facilities were
provided by the institutiono
12. In four, the children were encouraged to use the public
libraries.
15, In one, the use of public libraries was limited*
In two, the public libraries were not used by the
children^
Emotional Needs
Psychiatrists maintain that if the instinctual needs of
a child are satisfactorily met, in all stages of his develop-
ment that he will mature into an adult with a well-integrated
personality. There was an attempt in the foregoing chapter
to point out how fundamental wholesome parent-child relation-
ships were in satisfying these instinctual needs.
k3
center,
Health.
One institution's auditorium was used as a community
1+4Idea from Preston, George H«», Substance of Mental
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Although the above fact was recognized by all of the
seven competent people interviewed, they agreed that no ideal
program had "been set up to promote these intrinsic relation-
ships or to avert unwholesome relationships. There were, how-
ever, endeavors on the parts of the directors to compensate for
the apparent deficiencies which were assumed to have resulted
from ineffectual relationships.
The unfulfilled rights of the child—namely, affection,,
security and opportunities to become independent entities were
recognized and provisions were made by various means, to allow
the child freedom to assert those rights.
In relation to the above topics, these practices were
note d:
1. In four, the parents were encouraged to visit
frequently (unless emotional status of children or parents
indicated otherwise)^
2. In one, parents were permitted to visit once a month
only.
5. In two, parents were permitted to visit but visiting
was neither encouraged nor discouraged.
In four, there were three adults available in each
cottage^^
'Approximately 20-$0 children were in a cottage.
0
5» In three, there were only one or two adults available
In each cottage.
6, In four, there were social case workers assigied for
each child*
7* In two, there were social workers but there were not
enough to cover all children adequately.
8. In one, there was no social worker©
9« In three, the director was available for consultation
as necessary©
10. In four, the director was not always available©
11. In six, children were given individual allowances, these
were allocated according to age, to spend in any way desired©^^
12. In one, allowances were not given. The idea had never
occurred to the interviewee but she was impressed with the idea
and planned to try allowances as an experiment©
15. In three, the children were given an opportunity to
earn money, if desired.
llf. In four, there were no opportunities to earn money.
15. In six, children were assigned tasks according to age.
These tasks varied from time to time. Through this opportunity
to work together the children developed a sense of **belonging-
ness©**
^ Opportunities were given to shop, under supervision
or without, according to age©

l6» In one, there was no opportunity for the children to
work a
17 • In four, there were opportunities for older boys and
girls to attend evening school activities via tuso
l8« In three, even the older children had limited number
of opportunities to leave the institutiono
Clothes
Clothes were considered as an expression of the
individual's personality* Although the parents were encour-
aged to furnish the clothes when possible, they were supplied
by the institutions when necessary. All of the agencies pro-
vided for some individual choice in the selection of clothes,
even on the part of the little ones, thus making choices becomes
a part of their experiences. In all of the institutions visltedi
older girls were permitted to shop without supervision, on
special occasions*
It was evident from the foregoing analysis that there
was a general agreement on principles and practices recognized
as basic for a child-caring agency. However, the degree to
which they were accomplished varied, since some of the agencies
were hampered by traditiono
The following statements summarize these general
principles and practices:

1. All of the agencies endeavored to state and maintain
objectives which were primarily to guide their children to be-
jcome happy contributing members of society.
2o The programs were sufficiently flexible to supply the
child's needs and directed toward meeting the needs of the
community*
3» Rotating governing boards comprised of men and women
representative of all areas of the community was the ideal©
Sound fiscal policies were found, the majority had more
than one source of income
o
5« It was demonstrated that quality care was improved at
a lower operating coat per capita by utilizing the community
resourceso
6» The importance of close cooperation with the parent to
maintain and promote a good parent relationship was recognized*
7o It was pointed out that the key to the success of any
child-caring enterprise is the maturity, capability, sincerity
and cooperativeness of its staff, plus the courtesy and con-
sideration of the institution for its staff*
The child's religious, social, educational, physical
and emotional needs were recognized* The feet that they can be
met, in most instances, by direct contact in the community
through access to schools, churches, libraries and recreational
facilities was emphasizedo

An attempt was made to fulfill all of those needs, tlirough
a well qualified staff and the utilization of community resour-
ces, schools, churches, libraries and recreation facilities*
It is essential that the child remain a participating menfcer
of societyo
In spite of the efforts put forth to create a home
atmosphere for a child in an institution, it was recognized
that it can never "be more than a substitute for normal,
harmonious family relationships.
15 t ?
Let us resolve now, for the peace that is
ahead, that we will build courageously,
imaginatively, ungrudgingly and without dis-
crimination as to race, color, creed or
national origin, service which will reach
out to all our children and youth wherever
they live and whoever their parents may be.
Our greatest chance for lasting peace lies
not with us but with them.l
CHAPTER IV
STATE STANDARDS FOR INSTITOTIONAL CHILD CARE;
EXAMINATION AND COMPARISON OP REQUIREMENTS FOR
ARIZONA AND CALIFORNIA
The first White House Conference in I909 followed by
the founding of the United States Children's Bureau in 1912,
the creation of the Child Welfare League of America in I920 and
the Enactment of the Federal Social Security Act in 1955
had a tremendous effect on raising the standards of foster
child care in the United States* Since 1955 many states have
established state Departments of Social Welfare which have set
minimum standards for child-caring institutions. By 194^ when
Hopkirk presented his study on "Institutions Serving Children,"
2
sixteen states had prepared minimum standards for foster care.
•Children's Bureau Publication 5IO, "Building the Future
for Children and Youth, p«
2hopkirk, 0£» cit . . p. 211, Since then Arizona has been
added to the list and there may be others.

All state requirements are not the same, however; there-
fore, it was necessary to study carefully the standards pub-
lished for both Arizona and California, since these were the
perspective sites for the establishment of the contemplated
institution mentioned in the introduction of this study.
Many similarities and differences were noted in the
specifications relating to various areas but only a few of the
pertinent ones were recorded for further consideration*
It was recognized by both states that acceptable
institutions continue to make a valuable contribution to foster
child care, but institutional foster care, at its best, is only
a substitute for genuine family life.^
This point of view is compatible with that of the Child
Welfare League of America and the findings reported in Chapter
III of this studyo
There was a difference in the definition of child-caring
institutions© Arizona stated that "the term, child-caring insti-
tution, means any person, agency or society giving full-time
care to more than five children" (except those families under
foster family regulations),^
-'Standards for Care and Service for Child-Caring
Institutions, Arizona State Department of Social Welfare, p, 1.
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California stated "An Institution for children is a home
which accepts for care sixteen or more children under sixteen
years of age, or which is so organized or administered that its
services is essentially institutional in character regardless
of the number of children cared for«"^
A license was required hy both states for the
establishment of an institution. However, the circumstances
under which these licenses were granted varied considerablyo
Arizona stated that "the license shall be issued after a
study has shown that the practices of the child-caring institu-
te
tions meet the standards."
California was more specific and exacting in its
requirements as is obviously shown by the following statements:
In California the establishment and existence of
a child-caring agency is justified when it maintains
a useful type of service which is not offered by any
other organization in the community. Such a service
must be an integral part of a total Social Welfare
Program.
7
Those who contemplate the establishing of a child-
caring institution should first make a careful and
exhaustive study for the purpose of determining
whether such a service as they have in mind is actually
needed or whether a more valuable contribution to child-
ren mightobe made hy undertaking some other welfare
activity«°
5lbldo, p. 5o
^Ibid
. , p. . Although it was not designated specifically
in the standards, it was signified by a letter, relating to this
study, from the State Department of Welfare that plans for the
establishment of an institution must be reviewed by the Depart-
ment before the actual incorporation*
7Ibldo. p, 1,
Ibid., p. 1«
• «
» J
Persons planning to organize an institution for the
care of children must have the approval of the project "by the
State Department of Social Welfare. In the initial statement
of the plan, the purposes of the institution must be carefully
defined,^
After the survey has been completed, "the building plans
must be submitted to the Department of Social Welfare in trip-
licate. One copy is submitted to the State Fire MarshaUs
office, one retained by the State Department of Welfare and the
third copy returned to the institution* All three sets must be
stamped for approval by both the State Department of Welfare
and the State Fire Marshal before the Board of Social Welfare
10
takes action*
The Child Welfare League, however, does advocate that
the institution should fulfill a need for service in the com-
munity, thus the above state requirements coincide with the
League requirements*
California and Arizona both recognized the need for an
organized governing board, at the outset of the forming of the
agency, to define the purposes and to determine the practices
and permanent policies for the institution. They were also
^Ibid
., p. 5.
^^Ibid., p, 8. State requirements were not noted when the
visits were made for this study, therefore, no comparison can
be offered*

in agreement that the board should he comprised of hoth men and
women. California also stated that there should he no less
than five persons on the hoard.^"''
The above requirements were in harmony with the standards
of the Child Welfare League end with the findings recorded in
Chapter III. Although in actual practice the hoards differed
since two institutions had all women hoards and one had an
all men hoard, also the hoards found were much larger than
12
advised by the league*
The importance of the personnel was recognized by both
of the states, however, the qualifications varied. California
was more specific In the demands from the staff than Arizona
but the latter was more specific in the responsibilities of the
institution to the staff than California. The standards of
these two states, the findings from literature and the findings
from the practices and policies of the seven Institutions
visited were indicative that the "success" of any institution
depends upon the capability and sincerity of its staff*
The trends from literature, the opinions of the
majority of the directors consulted and the standards of the
^^Ibldo, po h» Arizona did not specify the number*
12n
"It is undesirable to have a board of more than 18-
21 members." Ibid * , p, 102 o Boards varied from ik to a
corporation of 125 memberso
*
two aforesaid states were in agreement that the children in
institutions should continue to be community participants by
attending public schools and churches also by freely using
parks, libraries and other community recreational facilltieso
California provided for this community contact in as much as it
was stated that in regard to the site of the institution,
"Location should be near schools, churches, transportation and
recreational facilities in order to provide both staff and
children with all possible opportunities for community contact.*
The plant must meet all requirements of local ordinance, i.e.,
zoning, sanitation, fire protection, water supply, sewage
15disposal, etc* In Arizona's standards it was stated
In choosing a location it is essential to keep
in mind that the children need space to play, that
they need to take part in community life, that
relatives and friends should be able to visit, that
educational facilities should be easily available,
that pure water supply should be insured, that
sewage disposal must be provided efficiently and
at reasonable cost and that fire protection must be
secured from a town or city equipped with fire
fighting apparatus.lU
Thus it was shown that the site for any institution must be
carefully considered*
The intrinsic value of the parent-child relationship has
been pointed out in the foregoing Chapter. It cannot be
^
^Ibid
., p. 7.
l^Ibid., p. 5.
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reiterated too freqiiently that this relationship is one of the
determining factors in a child's emotional stability. Every
effort should he expended to foster good relationships and to
evade undesirable ones, this may be aided only through direct
contact with the parentso
The importance of the relationships was mentioned by
California: "The institution should make every effort to keep
alive the child's family and relationship tieso Visits to him
at the institution should be planned and encouraged© ""^^
Relating to this subject Arizona stated, "Parents and
relatives should be permitted to visit children in the institu-
tion frequently and if possible visiting should not be limited
to certain days and hours ."^^ Although the importance of the
family ties was regarded favorably in both Arizona and
California there did not appear to be any definite provision
for guiding the parents in promoting better parent-child
relationships*
The alms for a child-caring institution may be
summarized by.
The institution must provide through its staff and
its program a life for the child which meets its af-
fectional needs, makes him feel wanted and that he
belongs* Opportunities for new experiences in which
he can achieve, secure recognition and find adventure
must be made available ©l?
15lbid., p, 18.
l^ibid., p. 16.
^^ibid., p. 18«

The archer sees the mark upon the path
of the infinite, and he bends you with
his might that his arrows may go swift
and far.
Let your bending in the archer's hand
be for gladness;
For even as he loves the arrow that flies
so he loves also the bow that is stable.
Gibran, Kahll, "The Prophet," pp. 21-22
Alfred A. Knopf, Pub., N. Y., I925
CHAPTER V
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
1* Formerly foster home care was required for orphans
primarily. Currently the majority of children requiring foster
home placement come from broken homes or maladjusted homes.
2* The trend in foster home care for children up to
adolescence, because it is representative of normal family
living in our democratic society,isSfcused on private foster home
care,
5. When such services are first required for the child who
has reached adolescence, some type of institutional care plan
seems desirable. Adolescents require the companionship of
others their own age. Too, they find it difficult to identify
themselves with foster parents, either because of their own
parents' rejection or their smothering love. However, some
authorities maintain that a more careful selection of foster
* I
homes might "be the answer. If a more Intensive study could be
made of the private foster home and the child before placement,
it might contribute to the adolescent *s adjustment©
There is a trend toward safeguarding the child through
the establishment of state licensure and standards which all
child placement or foster care plans and agencies must meet*
,
5« To safeguard the child and to use public and private
funds effectively, there is a trend in state practices to
require a survey of a community to determine the need before
new agencies can be authorized*
6. The trend in institutional care is to meet the whole
needs of the child* It is desirable that the child remain a
participating citizen of society by attending public schools, and
churches, by sharing in the community recreational activities
and by receiving the benefits of health clinics, medical ser-
vices, and other professional services available to other
children©
7« The most forward-looking groups are now giving
consideration to ways in which socially or emotionally sick
homes can be rehabilitated©
From the findings of this study, it is apparent that
any new agency or institution established for child care
1« should have clearly defined objectives in accord
with current trends in normal child growth and
development.

should provide all of the elements essential to effect
those objectives and which enable each child served to
become s well-organized individual.
must meet the laws of the state in which located, for
licensure or incorporation and preferably provide all
the conditions suggested by appropriate approval
agencies for such organizations or institut ionso
should establish a fiscal policy which will ensure
implementation of desirable objectives and provide
a stable and adequate budget*
should be authorized only if there is discovered need
for it in the communityo
would take into consideration a plan of organization
which would promote parent rehabilitation simultaneously
with providing needed child care service to the child.
«
Music of wind in the forest, soft sward of
the meadow.
Snow-covered hills and quiet valleys.
Sea-gulls in flight, white heron in the marshes.
Sunlight through yellow leaves, mystic beauty
of flowers.
Warm sun and pure air and vigor of growing
bodies.
Love of parents and family Joys and sorrows.
Care-free play and simple tasks of daily life.
Treasures hidden in books, ecstasy of expanding
thoughts.
Thrill of achievement and strength from
undaunted failure.
Faith in the Power guiding the universe.
All were created
For every child*
Lundberg, Emrae Octavla
"Unto the Least of These"
Social Services for Children
p. koi
CHAPTER VI
RECOMMENDATIONS
In view of the conclusions reached the following
proposals are made for the consideration of the philanthropic
group.
1« Consideration be given to establishment of
an institution which would provide the foster care
the child needs and which would provide for
observation of the parents©
Although the trend is toward rehabilitation of the home
so that as rapidly as possible the child may be restored to a
stable, happy home situation, evidence was not found that
experimentation has been sufficient to ascertain how this can

best be done. It is apparent that such a plan might be costly
of operation but in the long run more economical since the total
length of time in which the child must be supported by society
might be comparatively brief. Too, it might possibly avert
future mental break downs which require prolonged hospitaliza-
tion* An experimental center is very much needed
»
This experiment should provide:
a« For meeting the requirements for state licensure of any
child caring institution.
b. For meeting all of the needs of the child including the
social, religious, emotional, educational and physical aspects.
c. For the utilization of available public resources which
enable the child to remain a participating member of society
and which would lower the cost of operation.
d. For a professional staff including doctors, nurses,
psychiatrists, psychologists and social workers who would be
qualified to make a diagnosis of the inadequacies of the child
and subsequently direct him toward a better understanding of
himself in his interrelationships with others. Thus initiating
a better adjustment to his problems.
e. For house parents with empathy and patience who
themselves enjoy being adults and will be able to direct the
child in his emotional growth.
f o For harmonious living which is the first step in becom-
disig- ai meiab er " of ' ^ democratic society.

In addition to supplying these things for the children
the experimental center should provide the parents:
a« With maintenance in separate cottages from the children*
b. With professional services of psychologists, psychia-
trists, doctors, nurses and social workers as indicated hy the
individual cases»
c. With sincere understanding from other adults which would
guide the parents toward insight and acceptance of themselves,
and toward a more realistic and mature adjustment to their
families and society©
do For group living which would provide ample recreational
opportunities and which would assure them that love, beauty,
fun and understanding were still available for them.
The ultimate goal of such an enterprise would be that
through this relaxation and understanding they would renew
faith in themselves and the universe. Also that the parents
would gain an Impetus to find a new perspective of life which
would effect wholesome living for them and their families.
Since the hope of the future lies in good personal
relationships of all nations, the key to that future lies in
the children. Too, since harmonious living begets harmonious
living anything which contributes to the restoration or promo-
tion of compatible family living is a step forward toward
world peace* Because family maladjustment, for some parents, is
closely allied to economical or occupational problems, provision
should be made to utilize existing agencies for occupational
rehabilitation.
i5.
4
2» Consideration be given to seeking the cooperation
of other philanthropic groups or agencies to effect
this experimental center.
If the aforesaid group agree that this suggested survey
or experimental center would be too costly to undertake alone,
it might be advisable to seek the cooperation of other equally
jj
philanthropic groups* If this were not deemed wise there might
e opportunities to work with other existing agencies to carry
out the first proposed plan or to work with such agencies on
another plan for the rehabilitation of entire families.
5. Consideration of abandoning the original idea of
the establishment of an institution as a permanent
home for children from two to fourteen.
Since an institution as a permanent home for little
children under school age or even to adolescence as some
authorities indicated, is incompatible with the findings of
this study it does not seem advisable to continue the original
plan for such an institution©
I
i|o Consideration of an establishment of an institution
for adolescent boys and girls.
If the philanthropic group is not in favor of either
reposal one or two, this third proposal is made© It appears
from the findings that adolescents have found it difficult to
fdjust to private foster homes and they do profit by group
Iving in institutions©
Although there are some institutions which provide
adequate care for teen agers, yet it was found that there was
flifficulty in obtaining enough house parents who are able to
direct the adolescents toward adjustment which lead to well-
balanced personalities*
c
Because juvenile delinquency has been a cause for much
concern it would seem that a home for adolescents would be a
project worth considering. However, there might be difficulty
in obtaining a mature qualified staff unless large salaries
were given. Professional services of psychologists, social
workers, psychiatrists, doctors and nurses would need to be '
provided, either within the institution or from the community.
The latter would lower the operating cost per capita* Too,
with adolescents it would be necessary to have ample community
jresources available, i«e,, school, churches, parks, libraries,
i
etco If the above program does not meet with the approval of
! the group, there is one alternative to offer.
I
5* Consideration of instigating a program for the
i preparation of better private foster home placement
for adolescents through an educational training
program for Interested foster parents.
If proposal number four does not seem feasible as a
project for the group to undertake, proposal number five is
II
given as an alternative. Although some foster parents have
attempted to give care to adolescents they were not able to
direct them toward satisfactory adjustments* Instead of re-
leasing the tensions which the boys and girls had and reducing
the rebellion they were both increased* The foster parents
were not able to cope with the boys and girls problems, par-
tially because of their own instability* It appears if foster|
parents were chosen more wisely, a more thorough investigation
of the perspective private foster homes were made, and there
was more concentration on matching the personalities of the
i
[foster parents and children, this might help considerably.
i
It would seem then that since there are people willing
to attempt the care of adolescents that if a program designed
to lead to better understanding of their problems were insti-
tuted better adjustments would be made*
Too, if the care of adolescents carried more remuneration
this might be an incentive for private foster parents to care
for teen agers* However, the danger point would be that people
might become interested in keeping adolescents for the pay
!
primarily. This might be safeguarded by quality standards and
I
educational or training requirements*
J'
1^
«
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